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It’s 6 AM on Thanksgiving, I’m on my hands and knees on the
bathroom floor. It’s been nine hours since the contractions started.
“Baby, let’s GOOOO! Please call the doctor and tell them we’re coooooming.”
We get in the car and head to the hospital a few miles away. “ Oh Lord, please
don’t let them send me home.” If a pregnant woman isn’t dilated enough the
hospitals can send them home until she’s further along.
“Lots of babies are coming today.” The nurse says at checkin. “Wait in the
lobby until we can admit you into triage.” This is when it starts getting
really uncomfortable. No position are helpful. We wait for twenty minutes
until a triage room opens up. (The longest twenty minutes of my life!)
“Oh please let me be dilated enough.” I groan to the nurse.
“Is seven centimeters enough?” She laughs. “You’re really far along. You’ll
get to ten centimeters and have this baby in about four hours.”
Through the pain I smile at Miles. I’m wheeled into our delivery room and
given meds to help. The pain melts away and I have some of the best sleep
I’ve had nine months.
The medicine begins to wear off and I wake up and try to push. I’m dilated
fully at ten centimeters but no baby yet. A few hours later I try to push
again. Nothing. The doctor breaks my water and I try to push again for
another twenty minutes. Nothing. Penelope’s head barley moves.
It’s been almost 28 hours and I’m exhausted, frustrated, worried. Miles asks for
the doctor to be called in again.
Within minutes the room is filled with doctors, nurses, assistances. “We’re going
to have to assist this baby with forceps.” The doctor says. Then the real pain
shocks me. Miles pulls her head out but her shoulders wont fit. She’s stuck.
Her right arm is broken as she’s pulled out.
It’s 6:30 AM on Friday the 27th of November and my precious 9.3 pound
baby is laid on my chest.
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Penelope stayed in the room with us
for an hour, but because of the
broken humerus bone she was taken
to nicu.
She stayed in there for four days.
Leaving the hospital without her was
heartbreaking.
I stood outside her nicu window and
wept in miles’ arms.
It’s been one month now and she’s
completely healed. She’s moving both
arms and acts like the break never
happened.
Thank you for your prayers during
one of the hardest times in my life.
Our Whirlwind Board voted to cover
Penelope’s Health insurance. This will
be $123 a month.
If anyone feels led to give above and
beyond in 2016 to help our new
missionary it will make a world of
difference.

